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About GEIST
GEIST stands for Global Educators’ Initiative for Sustainable Transformation. Founded in 12
February, 2017, the foundation has been pledge bound in ensuring the overall development
of the society by overcoming the long-standing problematic factors that constrained the
natural wheel of development. GEIST is fundamentally the outcome of laborious hard work
of the state alumni. These state alumni went to the United States by taking part in exchange
programs funded by the U.S. Department of State, where they acquired and gained
experiences. Their main goal was to apply what they had learnt in U.S.A. Soon, GEIST is going
to be one of the largest platforms of community work by the state alumni. It is deemed as
a non-profit charitable organization. Currently, GEIST is functional in many countries other
than Bangladesh, namely- U.S.A, India, Nepal, Vietnam, Columbia, Cambodia, Guatemala,
Iraq, Ukraine, Turkey, Russia, Colombia, Lithuania, Nigeria, Germany, Sri Lanka, Bhutan and
France.
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Our MissION
GEIST International Foundation is a global community dedicated to ensure excellence in
learning, teaching and leading in transforming ideas. GEIST’s innovative solutions promote
the success of each child and builds sustainable future.

Our VISION
Our VISION is for the people of all continents to experience a better life through sustainable
education.
The specific vision of the GEIST Foundation is to become:
The premier agency in creating partnership among the stakeholders engaged in
activities relating to SDG;
A top developer of models for global competence through education related activities;
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GEIST’S Areas of Work

English Education

Environment

Cross Culture

Research

Nutrition

STEAM Education

Professional
Development

Girls’ Empowerment

Educational
Tele Support

Youth Leadership

International
Conferences

Educational
Tools Development

Academic Research
Journal Publication

Global Competence

Peace/Ethics

National & International
Olympiad Organization
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Our Valued Partners
During the period from 01 June, 2020 to 31 July, 2021 we have worked and
collaborated with the following valued partners:
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Message From Executive Members
GEIST-Global Educators Initiative for Sustainable Transformation. The name
denotes that GEIST is a global initiative by the educators for the educators & all
the stakeholders of education in order to transform their ideas into reality. On 12th
February 2019, GEIST is going to celebrate its 2nd Foundation Day. We are grateful to
almighty for completing the successful journey.
GEIST started its work with the aim to serve as a common platform for all kind of
educators especially for the global state alumni where we can share our ideas,
stories, experiences independently. Considering that aim, State alumni from TEA,
ILEP, IVLP & other program, from Ukraine (Olga Shkrabachenko), Turkey (Ismail
Karetekin), Nepal (Baman Kumer Ghimire ), Russia (Yuri Zverev), India (Prajjwal Mitra,
Mayurakshi Goswami) & Bangladesh at first planned about GEIST platform and finally
through an official meeting on December 09,2016 , Bangladesh took the initiative to
start the journey of GEIST, a state alumni teacher headed non profit organization
which will work for the global sustainability. Since then we have crossed a short
pathway with launching at the American Center Dhaka on 12th February,2017 where
Hon’ble Cultural Affairs Officer, Mr. Kelly Ryan was the chief guest with Ms. Tahnia
Shahid from the Public Affairs Section of the U.S. Embassy Dhaka. We hosted many
events for the very first time in Bangladesh like Youth Environmental Ambassador
for School Award, Global Competence Award, Global Summit on Education, setting
clubs at school level for the empowerment of the students, Global Teachers’ Meet
(September 23-24,2018) and celebration of International Education week. Two years
journey as a new non profit organization was not so smooth but we got many support
form some enthusiastic people who are devoted to ensure the quality education and
community service without thinking their personal benefit. We, the Executive Team
of GEIST, want to thank them for supporting us and help us to fulfill our dream and
thus enable us to make a new dimension in education field. We expect core support
from all of you and please pray for us so that we can be able to do something good
for the society.
Long live GEIST!
For More info: www.geistfoundation.org
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International Advisory Panel
GEIST’s international collaboration is managed by an international advisory panel that
includes academic researchers , professionals from different parts of the world.

Dr. Marshall G. Jones
Jesse Lutabingwa, Ph.D.
Professor
of Educational Technology
Associate Vice Chancellor
Winthrop University,
Office of International Education and Development
U.S.A.
Appalachian State University, U.S.A.

Dr. James Blesingame
Dr Sharmistha Banerjee
English Literature Professor
Professor,
Arizona State University, U.S.A
Calcutta University,
Coauthor of Teen Whisperer by John Green
India.
and Into Twilight by Stephen Meyer
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Dr. Rafat Alam
Professor
Department of Economics,
MacEwan University, Canada.

Prof. Jack Holbrook
Professor
Science Education
University of Tartu
Estonia
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International Advisory Panel
GEIST’s international collaboration is managed by an international advisory panel that
includes academic researchers , professionals from different parts of the world.

Prof. Spencer Bensor Ph.D.
Founder & Director
Education Innovations
International Consulting
U.S.A

Prof. Margaret Warner
College of Education
Clemson University
South Carolina
U.S.A

Binod Prasad Pant
Assistant Professor & Acting Head
School of Education
Kathmandu University
Nepal

Dr. Hung Tuan Duong
Institute of Chemistry
Vietnam Academy of
Science & Technology
Hanoi, Vietnam

For More info: www.geistfoundation.org
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GEIST Global

Dr. Sabyasachi Majumdar
President

Baman Kumar Ghimire
Vice President

Biplob Kumer Deb
Director

Dr. Mary O’Grady-Jones
Director

Prajjwal Mitra
Director

Ismail Karetikin
Director

Mayurakshi Goswami
Director

Olga Shkrabachenko
Director

Ha Thi Hai Nguyen
Director
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Education Sector Centric Virtual Sessions
April - July 2020
Since COVID-19 ensued, the education sector of the entire world was hard hit.
Regular classes were put to a halt and virtual classes were in some cases not
feasible due to different technological, technical and financial constraints.
In this regard, GEIST International Foundation along with its different country
based chapters organized multiple virtual sessions which engaged educators,
education specialists, students and researchers where they discussed the
multidimensional impact of COVID on the education sector and also the
ways to get out of this crisis from their own country perspectives. For instance,
the students explained how the pandemic caused mental health issues and
teachers collaborated on finding out the best methods of teaching in the
virtual platforms.
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GEIST-GILC Global
Outreach Program
GEIST International Foundation & Global Innovation & Leadership Center (GILC)
have been organizing online programs involving officials from its national and
international networks to inform the students and learners of the world about
the different opportunities to study in the U.S.A. GEIST and GILC collaborated
with their partner Appalachian State University, U.S.A in conducting multiple
virtual sessions which provided the students with the knowledge of application
in the U.S. based universities in the undergraduate and postgraduate level.
Officials from the U.S. Embassy, Bangladesh have also been kind to take part
in online sessions organized by GEIST and GILC where they presented the
students with the opportunity to take part in fully funded exchange programs
offered by the U.S. Department of State. Such exchange programs include
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International Leadership
Program on Education
International Leadership Program on Education was the First Ever Online
National English Leadership Program in Bangladesh. The main goal of the
International Leadership Program on Education (ILPE) is to provide students
and enthusiasts to test their English language competencies coupled with the
skills which make them leaders of the modern era. The skills, which are now
deemed as the the most important to become a leader are public speaking,
problem solving, critical thinking, contingency planning, policy making, and
presentation skills. And GILC and GEIST realized that it is high time they created
such a way to help participants test their skills in both English and leadership.
Having proficiency in English and having the tools to become a leader are
the things which help us flourish in this age of globalization amd conquer the
world. Also the program will feature a round of workshops, related to topics
and skills which you never have gained or not covered by anyone in the
country ever. Those skills or terms will help you explore different horizons of
opportunities.
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Virtual Access Microscholarship Program
Traditionally, English Access Microscholarship Program involves after-school
instructions, enhancement activities and intensice sessions. Before the
pandemic, GEIST International Foundation facilitated regular after-school
instructions and multiple enhancement activities and intensive sessions. The
pandemic resulted in a hiatus in the program as the schools and colleges
of Bangladesh were shut down sine die. In such a circumstance, GEIST
International Foundation, under the guidance and direction from the U.S.
Embassy of Bangladesh started conducting the after-school sessions online.
In order to make sure all students have the equal opportunity to join in classes
regularly, the students were provided with smartphones and internet data
regularly since all of the students belonged to the economically impoverished
bracket of the society. The advantage of having online sessions was that
the students got the opportunity to communicate with Access students
and administrators from other countries. Finally, a Virtual Intensive Camp
was organized for the Access students where they learnt about various 21st
century skills.

18
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Access-Journal
GEIST’s flagship journal, the Access Journal tries to potray the stories shared
by the individuals related to the English Access Microscholarship Program,
funded by the U.S. Department of State from 10 different countries of the
world. This book contains the experiences and constructive writing of the
ongoing Access students, teachers, administrative coordinators, and Access
Alumni. Access Journal was created by the stong willed effort by the editorial
members, International Country Coordinators of GEIST, the esteemed writers
and individuals associated with the publication. GEIST International Foundation
has published 2 volumes of the Access Journal.

20
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Access : A Tale of Pain,
Patience and Success

ACCESS
JOURNAL

Teaching is now not a convenient job as many people, nowadays
think. Rather, it is the most challenging job, specifically when you
work on shaping the life of young guys. Access teaching, I think,
is not like usual one but a chance to reshape our thoughts,ideas
and relearning our learnings. It’s a chance to take challenges to
make smile on some pale faces. It’s a struggle with struggling
students, it’s a privilege to support, to guide some unprivileged
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youths. To me, Access teaching is a promise to stand beside
some adolescence with our information and commitment. In
short, this is a service to our community.

Access Enhances Cultural
Competence

talked with another, felt shy etc. Especially, female didn’t like
to take a seat with boys. How difficult it was once to make
them easy at some stage in pair or team work! It was a massive
undertaking to develop friendship among them. To break the ice,
we had to switch from one method to another. Another challenge
was managing the guardians. Sometimes, they peeped through
the window to make certain whether boys and girls take a seat
separately. We had to combat with superstitions, non secular
orthodoxy and insensibility. Another vital trouble was their very
poor knowledge in English, specially for Madrassah students.
Again, some school authority commenced feeling that Access
is trying to pick out their students like coaching centres. But we
made them convince, touring them often, attractive them via
unique events. In the past days, ‘Enhancement Activities’ was
also bit challenging. When we began introducing some American
Culture like Halloween, Thanksgiving etc. they felt like uneasy to
cope up with. Sometimes, the neighbours felt inquisitive to see
what’s going on other side of the wall. On the different hand,
we had to struggle a lot whilst taking students for Intensive

The tales I am going to tell now are the tales of our pains,
endurance and ultimately success. In another way, we can say,
these are the stories of our pain, patience and success. Two/
three years back, Access program was very new to our city.
Credit goes to EHDS to bring the chance to the ‘Sylheti’ people.
From the commencement to until date, Access is very close to
my heart. I feel, this is a scope for me to lengthen my hands
towards nurturing some dreams.
EHDS has started out its ride with forty students from exclusive
schools and Madrassahs. Students had been from different
kinds of socio-cultural and economic background. It is used to
be our first project to put them collectively on an special vision
of creating their language skills, leadership competencies and
self-assurance and positively impact their communities.

When I look back in to the previously days of Access classes,
I can recall those adverse situations we underwent. At the
beginning, it seemed that Madrassah and school students got
here from two distinctive poles of the world. They, by no means

camp.The concept of staying their youngsters outdoor of home
besides their dad and mom was beyond their thoughts.
But the scenario started changing as the time advanced. After
facing all the challenges, difficulties, it gave us great pleasure
when we saw them, speaking with the foreigners. We started
out feeling joyful when we noticed that they can prepare power
point, can present in front of audience. We began feeling proud
seeing our students designing and conducting workshop,
madrassah students anchoring cultural programs, dancing with
a group. The moments regularly making us elated when we found
students were celebrating their birth days and exchanging gifts.

To understand the term “Cultural competence, firs we have
to understand how the culture of the human community or
countries differs from each other’s. There are different cultures
around the world. Even in a single country, cultures vary from
state to state. Some cultures are similar and others are starkly
different from each other. However, the cutler of a community
can be considered as an island. We only see the surface part
of any island, but there is a
huge, massive part of it always
submerged under the sea. For
culture, the submerged part
is constituted with its history,
traditions, language, religions
the community follows, cast
and myriads numbers of belief
systems. So the characteristics
of every single culture are
very unique and have a great
effect on its people which also
controls the whole community.
Cultural competence is the set of abilities that enable people to
value their own culture and culture of others as well. Building
a relationship is the vital point of cultural competence and it is
based on understanding the expectations and attitudes of each
other. To understand cultural competence we must know the
principle of trust, equity, social justice, respect for diversity,
fairness, etc. It enables people to communicate effectively, and
interact with people across cultures. Culturally competent one
is aware of his culture, respectful and has positive attitudes
toward cultural differences, acquire knowledge about different
cultures and develop competence to interact across cultures.
Being an Access teacher, I have seen that Access learning

We have entered the era of globalization. People are connected
and communicating virtually for various reasons. So, it is very
essential to develop cultural competence to develop a good
relationship. Besides, in many countries, such as Canada, Europe,
and the USA are culturally diverse where understanding cultural
competence is more essential to value cultural differences.
Finally I want to conclude that Access is very helpful for a
student to be a Culturally Tolerant person.

I don’t actually have a specific moment that was very special to
me because in every class you can have a memorable moment
with your classmates. One of my favorite experiences was
helping in the Teacher Training Sessions (TTS) in the first year of
Access. There, I learned that when working as a team you can
make amazing things.
Access has inspired me to become more disciplined and to take
advantage of everything. If you have free time you can do a lot
of things with that time. It has helped me to appreciate the
opportunities that I have. I am thankful for being part of Access.
Access made a difference in my life because it helped me
discover what I want to be or at least have an idea about it.
Access is a place where you are going to learn but not only
English you will learn about values, and teamwork. Also, you will
grow as person.
My final words for Access is that I don’t know what would have
happened to me if I hadn’t had this opportunity. I only can say
that I am very grateful.

nervous around people. Speaking to someone he did not know
or trust, troubled him to the point that he started sweating or
trembling. When he was my student, he was the one that did not
participate at all, not even with his classmates. He was most of
the time very quiet and observant.
However, when his classmates motivated him to speak, his ideas
were amazing! Little by little he started gaining confidence and
trusting his classmates. Thus, it motivated him to speak and
share more in the class. He started smiling more often and even
started bothering (me) the teacher with jokes about the class.

My name is L.Venu. I joined in the Access class when I was
studying in 7th class .Now I am studying in 9th class and I
am from G.H.S Shaikpet, Hyderabad, Telangana. There are five
members in my family.

- Daniela Rodriguez

-Pranab K. Deb, Access Teacher and Coordinator, Sylhet, U.S.
Exchange Alumni (IVLP 2018)
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Access is the door to get the
success in student life

competition, specially speaking. When they called me to speak,
I was really nervous. But I suppressed my nervousness and I

Before I came to access, I was completely in-confident to speak
in front of my class.

spoke very confidently in English in front of everyone. And this
was all because of the Access class. We did many activities to
improve our listening, speaking writing reading skills, because
of those activities I performed very well in exam.
I was not able to talk in English. I also used to be aggressive
towards others when if they said anything negative about me. I
was not able to work and collaborate in a team as I did not listen

Notes from his teachers:
Since the first time I saw David, I noticed that he was very

The final activity or
task we had to talk
with foreign people in a
tourist place and make
a video interview, Wow!
That was my favorite
activity because at the
moment I was talking
with them I’ve don’t though I was understanding each word they
are saying, and I started to make questions about my country,
like ‘what do you thing about Colombian’s food ? ’ or something
like that, and they answered me with words like: -Colombia is a
wonderful place, Colombia has the best people, the food is like
to taste the paradise, something that is weird to hear this from
other people, but anyway, I learnt something new, people can
learn Colombia are more than those bad things we listen in the
news, and if we build a great education, we can build dreams.
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A year later David became my student, and he was still a little
shy at least with me; as I was a new person to him. He was
better at conversating with his classmates of the previous year,
but he was struggling a lot when interacting with new people.
I remember very well that he used to sweat a lot when talking
in front of others and he had a twitch on his eye. He seemed to
be ashamed of smiling as well. Every time he smiled, he used to
hide or become serious right when someone noticed him smiling.
Now he is more confident about himself and I am very proud
of the big changes he has demonstrated in a year. He smiles a
lot more naturally and he participates without other motivating
him. Something that helped him a lot was becoming timekeeper
in the class; he had the responsibility of taking time and call
everyone’s attention when time was up. He was very quiet, but
the role required him to raise his voice and find ways to keep
everyone’s attention in class

I’ve never thought to learn
another language, something
that I saw so impossible in
my whole life in that moment,
our Access teachers were
amazing people, they always
taught us how the dreams
can come true, in each
class we talked about trips,
countries, experiences, how
to get a great job through a
new language and pay your University, imaging that, pay your
own studies talking in English, we celebrated a lot of holidays
from U.S, we did presentations about magic places in the world,

how you pass an interview in English, how to be creative, making
a lot of activities to improve our skills, even we sing and we did
a great presentation in our grade. We went to a funny camp, we
made a campfire and sing around it, we were talking and talking
in English all the time we recreate a play we learnt about values
how to work as a team.

The final surprise was, when I heard one day, someone was
telling like, “ Access was a life changing route of my life”. I
thanked God on that moment with tearful eyes! The tear of
happiness!

Access is my key to success.

My Access Story

I am Daniela Rodriguez, one
of the Alumnus of English
Access Microscholarship
program in Colombia
(Soacha) 2016 – 2017. On
that time I learnt a lot, about
a new culture without travel
to the original country, the program Access was talking about
something who no one else could say you and is dream big, be
a leader, be someone important in the world try to do the better
for you and you can help to others to be betters, well, those
words gave the key to open up my mind and start dream big.

- Dewan Eshtiak, Access Teacher, U.S. Exchange Alumni (TEA
2014).
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My name is Luis Jose David Hernandez Ajanel. I’m sixteen years
old, and I’m from Quetzaltenango Guatemala. When I stared in
the Access Program I was a very shy person also without any
abilities to talk with people. It really scared me to talk to others!
Now I can see a big change in many aspects of my personality.
Especially with my abilities at the moment of talking in front of
people. I also feel like a person that can do everything.

MY ACCESS STORY

integrates after school instruction, enhancement and intensive
session. It emphasizes not only on English language learning
but also on technology learning, community service and also
get involve in a wide range of activities that helps to identify
a student as a critical thinker and become a culturally tolerant.
Students are exposed to a good number of enhancement
activities on U.S. Culture & values through which they are able
to increase their knowledge
about the culture of it and
at the same time they came
to know the similarities and
dissimilarities with them.
Moreover I have seen that it
helps to remove some wrong
beliefs or misconceptions
about someone’s culture and
give lesson to a student to pay
respect to all others’ beliefs
and culture. In addition to that
it reminds a student to know how gorgeous his/her own culture
is and how it affects their life style and make them unique in this
era of globalization.

- Luis Jose David Hernandez Ajanel.

After this competition I participated in another competition
also, called Agastya. That was a science fair competition, I was
selected to state level and I made a model called Blind assist
glove that was conducted for three days, first two days we have
to explain our model to children from other school. I explained
them with creativity which I learned in access I did the same
when the judges came to me.
Now I am conducting English tuition for 1st to 5th classes and
it’s all because my hard work in access class and school.

- L. Venu

to others and insisted that they followed me.
Being an access student I have participated in many
competitions, from those I would like to share some.
I went to an English exam competition called Toefl, which is
conducted by Pega foundation at state level. This exam was all
about three skills and those are listening, writing and speaking.
In those categories I really performed marvelously in the

35
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Hello everyone! It has been almost 2 years in Access. My all
teachers and friends are too friendly. I fell in love with them
and I am feeling so glad to be a member of Access. It’s a golden
opportunity to me. I was in class 7 when I joined access class.
Now I am in class 9. I have learnt many things in Access class. I
got the opportunity to learn about Coursera here. I have also got
the certificate from Coursera. I am also learning about blogging
and others.

books is not enough for students. Extra knowledge is also very
much important for students to get success in their life.

I have improved my grammar, spelling, speaking skills and other
things here. I got the chance to attend in camp in Pokhara and
visited many places of Pokhara like Pokhara University, Davi’s
Fall, Museums, etc. I enjoy the classes of Access. I have learnt
those things which i could not learn in school. The knowledge of

Thank you.

These two years are heart touching memory of my life forever.
Access is the door to get the success in student life. It is my
pleasure to be a part of Access. I have got much knowledge, new
friends and new experience in my life. Access has given me the
knowledge and love in my life.

ENGLISH ACCESS MICROSCHOLARSHIP PROGRAM
A TRIGGER TO EMPOWER STUDENT AGENCY
I. Settings & participants
The program was implemented at Tay Bac University in remote
mountainous Son La where the majority of the population are of
low socio-economic and educational background and of ethnic
minority groups.
Lecturers are highly qualified of English with C1 level to CEFR or
IELTS 7.0 and have had many academic and practical experiences.
Based on the test and interview results, 21 students aged 15-18
were selected from 3 high schools in Son La City.

III. Results
During the program, different assessment tools were
used including pre-while-post tests, interviews, surveys,
observations, reflections via Facebook posts, thank-you notes/
emails.
From academic performance, achievement and test results,

- Sudeep Bhatta, Access Nuwakot

Access Created a Garden for us
I am Anil Tamang from Nuwakot Access Center, Nepal. I am at
the age of sweet 16. I study in Grade 9. I am so lucky to be in this
class and be a part of it.
First of all, I want to thank my parents who allowed me to join
Access despite of their day and night’s hard labor. Secondly, I
want to thank my teachers who encouraged me to apply in this
program. I thank NELTA for selecting me in this program.
Before joining Access, I was such a type of boy who could not
face the mass, who was always nervous to communicate with
friends and teachers. But nowadays, I can communicate with my
friends and teachers. I ask any questions without hesitation. I
have learned many things in Access class. It is totally different
than our regular class. Learning through Multimedia by two
teachers at a same time is really very different experience in
my life. Access teaches us practically. We can learn many social
knowledge by doing community services, celebrating different
occasions, sharing our views/ thoughts with different teachers
and friends, and visiting different historical places. It is very
good and effective way of learning.
I heartily thank to the program organizing committee who
especially understood the problems of the students of

government schools. I am also very thankful to our instructors
who help us to improve our grammar, speak in English and give
their valuable time. The course book that provided by NELTA has
become the plus point for our studies.
In this class, I have learnt about different western cultures like
Thanksgiving Day, Christmas, Halloween, and other exciting
festivals. In Access, the way of teaching and learning is different.
So we learn many different things in an easy way. I have got the
great opportunity to learn about Computer and Internet World.
Not only me but also all of us are very lucky to get this platform.
Access created a garden for us: a garden of knowledge and love.
So, by this knowledge and love, we, forty stars, will be shinning
at the top.
At last I would like to thank NELTA for providing this golden
opportunity. Access camp was the most memorable event of my
life. I just want to share that this access class is the motivation
for every government school’s students like me. I hope that
Access will continue to improve lifestyle of poor children.
- Anil Tamang ,Nuwakot Access Center, Nepal

II. Design
Syllabus
During 2 years of the program, 6 modules were included in the
syllabus: (1) English language in which students learned the four
language skills and knowledge twice a week (3 hours/ session);
(2) American culture with 3D Trace Effects game within 6 weeks
and six American studies lectures; (3) soft skills in which
students participated in training workshops and extra-curricular
activities; (4) field trips and youth camps (every three months,
students had a trip to a historical site in Vietnam where they
had chances to stay with the locals, study the history, practice
English with foreigners, and join cultural activities); (5) group
projects including video contest, game shows and environment
project; (6) community service activities including fund-raising
for disadvantaged, orphan and minority children, and supporting
wounded soldiers and martyrs’ families.
Delivery:
Access program was implemented in 15 months, from June 2014
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to December 2015 with the flatform of blended learning which
included both face-to-face training and online supporting.

students’ English Language Competence has been greatly
upgraded. Particularly, 66.7% of the pre-intermediate level
students have become the intermediate users, 14.3% the upper
intermediate, and 4.7% the advanced (IELTS 7.0). In addition, after
graduating from high school, one student got her fully funded
scholarship to study Bachelor and Master Degree in Finland, 15
students studied their Bachelors at top universities in Vietnam.
Among them, there were 5 students studied English as their
major and 8 students were exempt to study English at
universities. Data collected from surveys,
interviews and reflections focusing on program activity
satisfaction, overall experience and desire to continue showed
that more than 81% of involved participants had very positive
perspectives on the program with the average rating were
respectively 8.6, 8.3 and 8.8 out of 10. Furthermore, their selfconfidence and self-esteem greatly enhanced.
IV. Student Agency - Voice, Choice & Ownership
I had chance to work with Access students in all six modules,
witnessed their development within 2 years of the program and
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World Teacher’s Day
5th October 2020
Engaging Teachers and educators from different parts of the world and
conducting an effective discussion on how to recalibrate the teaching methods
in the Neo-normal pandemic times was something GEIST International
Foundation’s India Chapter was willing to focus on for the event of the World
Teacher’s Day. A strong panel with talented and intellectual teachers along
with psychologists was created and majority of the teacher-educator network
of GEIST from its 18 international outstations took part in the program.
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80 Years of IVLP
GEIST collaborated with Nepal U.S. Alumni Network (NUSAN) and Global
Exchange Network in organizing a panel discussion comprising the Alumni
from the International Visitor Leadership Program (IVLP) exchange program
funded by the U.S. Department of State. This program involves a short term
visit to the United States through which current and emerging leaders from
across the globe in various fields get the opportunity to be inspired, connected,
and empowered. 29th September, 2020 was marked as the 80 years of the
commencement of the program. Therefore, the organizers arranged an online
program which amassed IVLP alumni from 20 countries.
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International Education Week 2020
GEIST International Foundation celebrated the International Education Week
with a week-long series of online sessions which were joined by educators,
teachers, students, international education experts and curriculum specialists.
The sessions highlighted on Women Leadership through U.S. Exchange
Programs, tools for becoming global citizens, perspectives of students in
case of online learning, and hybrid approaches in the learning process. The
sessions were organized by different country chapters of GEIST International
Foundation. GEIST Global also marked it’s first online session through this
series of sessions.
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International Olympiad on English Language &
Leadership (IOELL) 2020
GEIST partnered with Global Innovation & Leadership Center (GILC) in arranging
the second installment of International Olympiad on English Language &
Leadership (IOELL). Due to the pandemic, the entire olympiad was carried out
online. IOELL is the first of its kind in integrating reading, writing, speaking and
listening skills of English with different leadership aspects such as presentation,
critical thinking, research, public speaking, problem-solving, etc. In this edition
of IOELL, University category were included as a participant category along
with the inherent four categories. IOELL was joined in by 120+ participants from
23 countries. 35 schools and colleges as well as 17 universities from these 23
countries took part in IOELL.
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3rd Global Summit on Education
GEIST’s flagship conference, the Global Summit on Education welcomed all
educators across the globe to join the three day learning carnival to be held
virtually.

Global Summit on Education 2020 was a vibrant platform designed to engage
leaders and practitioners in global education including the State Alumni and
students to involve in innovative practices, collaborative opportunities and
inspiration to make teaching learning a joyful endeavour and to deal effectively
with the demands and challenges of life. GSE housed 3 keynote speeches, 2
plenary speeches, and multiple sessions in its 3 day long extravaganza where
teachers, researchers, educational consultants and experts, administrators,
counselors, superintendents and students presented orally or shared their
experiences.
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English Access Microscholarship Program
FY-2018
GEIST International Foundation was given the opportunity to implement the
English Access Microscholarship Program at two different regions, including
Dhaka and Sylhet for the fiscal years 2020-22. The online official call for
application and application scrutiny began on January, followed by the virtual
interview of the selected candidates in February. Due to COVID-19 pandemic,
the online classes began from May at the same time in both regions. Regular
after-class instructions are being conducted online. And three enhancement
activities on Mental Health, Career Development and U.S. Culture & Heritage.
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Celebration of
4th Foundation Day of GEIST
2020 has been a rough year for the world. GEIST wanted to organize a hybrid
event commemorating it’s 4th anniversary on 12 February and also inaugurate
the happening of the second version of the 2nd National STEAM Congress.
Teachers, educators, partners, curriculum experts and wellwishers from the
national level joined in a face-to-face session while educators from different
parts of the country joined through online and interacted with the people
who joined physically on the venue. The sessions provided a flashback on the
journey of GEIST for the past three years and the organization also thanked all
of the inspirational souls involved with GEIST in its endeavor.
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STEAM Olympiad 2021
GEIST International Foundation organized the first ever national Olympiad on STEAM which
took place on 12-13 February. This STEAM Olympiad asked the students from Grades 6 to
Grades 12 from Bangladesh to take part in an Olympiad where questions will be asked to
them relating to Science, Technology, Engineering, Arts & Mathematics- the building blocks
of the famous STEAM education concept. The students used the official website of GEIST in
accessing the Olympiad online.
Category: Grades 6-8

Category: Grades 9-10

Category: Grades 11-12

1 Nilufa Rahman Trina
(Sunshine Model High School)

1 Azmaeen Muhammad Nibras
(Chattogram Cantonment Public College)

1st Niloy Saha
(Maple Leaf International School)

2nd Gous Miah Shipon
(Sunshine Model High School)

2nd Syed Al Farabi
(Barishal Cadet College)

2nd Nakshatra Roy
(Maple Leaf International School)

3rd Raidah Alam
(Sunshine Model High School)

3rd Jamil Hasan
(Mirzapur Cadet College)

3rd Iftekhar Hossai
(Mirzapur Cadet College)

st

st

Best Practices of Science Teaching
in the Classroom
GEIST provided teachers with an innovative platform where they portrayed their creative
teaching methods and share their amazing experiences while teaching the students. This
competitive module let us know about the method, explaining how it actually was feasible
and beneficial from the perspective of students. This was rather a share and benefit module
where the best teaching methods of teachers were known to teachers teaching science all
over the country and those ideas would get replicated in order to achieve a more informed
and knowledgeable students. Best Practices of Science Teaching in the Classroom was held
on March 1, 2021.
1st

2nd

3rd

Sharbari Dey
Raozan Govt. College

Nilufar Yesmin
Dakhin Kolkond Masterpar
Government Primary School

MD. Mostafijur Rahman Sumon
Ahmed Bawany Academy
School & College
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2nd National STEAM Congress
On 12 February and 13 February, 2021, GEIST International Foundation organized
the 2nd National STEAM Congress, first of its kind in Bangladesh. This second
instalment amassed nationally recognized and revered teachers, enthusiasts
and under one roof and and involved them in a discussion about STEAM
education and how it could be implemented fruitfully in the education system
of Bangladesh.
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Sustainable Educational Ecosystem
Development (SEED)
GEIST International Foundation launched its new project from April 2021 with the
title “SEED: Sustainable Educational Ecosystem Development” in partnership
with its national & International stakeholders. The aim of the program is to
develop resilience and promote wellbeing in the Edu-Community. Under this
initiative, GEIST will be organizing virtual sessions which will be accessible for
free by everyone. The sessions covered the topics such as English Language
skills, STEAM Education & Development, Girl Empowerment, Professional
Development of Teachers, Soft Skills, Leadership and Environment. The project
ran till December 2021 and every month, 5 sessions were organized which were
facilitated and moderated by the subject-oriented experts from national and
international level.
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Earth Day Celebration
Resonating with the Earth Day 2021’s theme ‘Restoring our Earth’, GEIST
International Foundation organized a 3 day long GEIST Earth Summit from April
21 to 23, 2021 where students from primary, secondary, higher secondary level
of different countries participated and shared the views on how the planet
is being threatened by uncontrolled human interventions and what duties
lie on the shoulders of these students who will be leading the world in the
upcoming years in case of environmental protection. One of the sessions also
invited Teachers and Environmental Experts and helped them communicate
effectively on the importance of teaching Environmental Preservation and
Protection in the classrooms.
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Teacher Training on a Blended
Online Instructional Approach
GEIST collaborated with Socrates Foundation for Enhanced Learning, India in
creating a teacher professional development module on blended learning as
it could be the best approach to meet the educational demand of upcoming
days. This professional development opportunity was provided to the teachers
who were teaching in the schools and colleges which were enlisted under
GEIST Partner Schools (GPSs). Blended learning drew the attention of many
educators because of its potential strength over regular online practices. 25
teachers got the chance to take part in the training.
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Wheels of Change
GEIST International Foundation was selected as one of the sub grantees for
a project targeting Prevention of Violent Extremism (PVE) and educating the
concepts of PVE to the youths of Dhaka city. This project is going to be funded
by Global Community Engagement & Resilience Fund (GCERF), facilitated by
PEACE Consortium Bangladesh & Rupantar. GEIST proposed an online intensive
training module where facilitators will teach the concepts of PVE, Social
Media Literacy and Nonviolent Conflict Management by involving students
of 2 English Medium Schools, 2 Madrasah and 2 universities at Dhaka. The
ultimate goal of the training sessions will be to collaborate with the students
in materializing a Modus Operandi which will focus on the three core aspects
mentioned above. Also, a cohort comprising the students of the project will
be formed which will propose the Modus Operandi in front of the institution
authorities so that they adopt this model in order to spread awareness and
shape the attitude and mindset of the students in their institutions.
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Forum Magazine Distribution to English
Language Practitioners in Bangladesh
GEIST International Foundation was given the responsibility to work on
distributing magazines specifically to English Language practitioners including
teachers, educators, professors, faculty members across Bangladesh. This
responsibility was provided to GEIST International Foundation by the U.S.
Department of State. Such an initiative helped GEIST International Foundation
to create a network of English language teachers all around Bangladesh.
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Become A Member of GEIST
Who Can Apply?

The Criteria For Memberships
All new entries will start his/her involvement
with GEIST as Apprentice through completing
the regular formalities.

Students

Teachers
& Researchers

Professionals

Apprentice
Associate Member
Member
Fellow Member
Working Committee Member

Benefits of Becoming A Member of GEIST
Turn your knowledge and experience into a 		
professional qualification

Free Professional development/leadership training
course (20 hours).

Online resources and materials

International recognition in GEIST Partner coun		
tries and its associates.

Access to our regular webinars
Access our database of approved training 		
courses
Will be able to participate in various programs, 		
events, conferences organized by various cele		
brated bodies like the US Embassy, EMK 		
Center, etc.
Will be preferred by GEIST to take part in the 		
various national and international programs

Discount in the conference registration fees, Pro		
fessional development/ leadership programs, 		
competition and other form of activities which 		
charges.
Scope of winning best Membership Award
Publication opportunities in the Conference pro		
ceedings
Research opportunities

GEIST International Foundation is often be		
stowed with various time responsive and sig		
nificant projects. The members, if they are 		
deemed capable and competent will be given 		
the chance to work on these projects.

Free counselling for International Exchange op		
portunities

Our Divisions help you to stay informed of major 		
developments in your field

Empowerment on Action research

Join our Interest Groups to build networks 		
themed around specific areas
Publish your research in one of our Open Ac		
cess Journal

For More info: www.geistfoundation.org

Scope of participation in different learning pro		
grams at Winthrop University (U.S.A.) & Appalachi
an State University (U.S.A.)
Working opportunities with GEIST partners and 		
its associate organizations.
Conference participation at national & Internation
al level
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About GEIST
Harvesting & Realizing Innovative Ideas to Ensure Sustainability
Is Our Main Goal
GEIST stands for Global Educators Initiative for Sustainable Transformation.
GEIST is fundamentally the outcome of the laborious hard work of the state alumni.
Founded on 12 February, 2017,the foundation has been pledge bound in ensuring
the overall development of the society by overcoming the long-standing
problematic factors that constrained the wheel of development. GEIST is
fundamentally the outcome of the laborious hard work of the state alumni. These
state alumni went to the United States by taking part in exchange programs
funded by the U.S. Department of State, where they acquired and gained
experiences. Their main goal was to apply what they had learnt in Bangladesh.
Soon, GEIST is going to be one of the largest platforms of community work by the
state alumni. It is deemed as a non-profit charitable organization.

Get in Touch with Us

